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Introduction Realities just 'real enough' Do we ever have a feeling that the conversations we have by e-mail, our Facebook experience, our Internet banking transactions, or our daily interactions with our smartphone apps are not real or not relevant for our existence as human beings? Most often, we don't doubt their relevance to our lives, we don't doubt their power to affect us and those around us, and we don't doubt their reality. Smartphones, smart watches, smart eyeglasses, smart homes, smart cities, and smart things all come up with quite the same ambivalent offer. First, they promise to help us depart our everyday world and enter different realities with no pain, no shock and, most importantly, no fear that 'the other realm' could be experienced as a fake reality. Second, they promise us, on the contrary, to invade, enrich, and augment the reality of our daily life by preserving, again, the authenticity of our sense of reality. We are invited to admit that, ultimately, it makes no difference whether the things we see and hear are real or just appear to be real as long as our experience of them is real enough. In other words, we have an invitation to ontological neutrality. This is probably one of the most stringent problems for contemporary social sciences and can pose serious theoretical difficulties. Was this ontological plurality and ambivalence of human experience an invention of our contemporary society? Did it land into our world on the wings of our marvelous technologies, or was it just emphasised and problematised1 by them? A closer look at the question shows us immediately that, regardless of their cultural, geographical, or historical context, humans have always lived in multiple realities. Even the simplest 'primitive' societies have experienced the world as plural, for their world of hunting had its own rules and structure different from the rules and structure that dominated the world of their myths and magical practices, and the world of their dreams was different from the world of their daily life. This fact makes the 'discovery' of the multiple character of the human world important for the social sciences because it points out that the multiple reality must be seen not as a contextual phenomenon of modernity but a universal anthropological condition of social life. Unquestionably, the alternative realities created with the new technologies and the new media can provide researchers in the fields of sociology, anthropology, and psychology with a thematic wealth that calls for both theoretical and methodological innovations. In this apparent context of an increasing multiplicity of modernity's spheres of experience, we need to revisit and discuss such concepts as identity, presence, space, time, and discourse. The main objective of the present work is not a contribution to the sociology or anthropology of virtual experience in a hypertechnologised world. The amount of scholarly research that has been produced in connection with the subject2 would make it an impossible task within the narrow scope assumed here. Rather, the large interest in such topics must be an argument for the idea that a solid theoretical foundation is needed for the understanding of human experience in a world that is irrevocably plural. This fundamental problem has been approached by many scholars using various theoretical tools. In sociology, the most famous theory is Alfred Schutz's conception of the finite provinces of meaning, which is the object of the present work. Other thinkers, such as William James,3 Herbert Nichols,4 David Unruh,5 and Nelson Goodman,6 have studied the multiplicity of the lifeworld experience, and concepts dealing with tangent socio-philosophical questions can also be identified in Max Weber ('value sphere,' Wertsphäre),7 Edmund Husserl (Lebenswelt and Phantasie),8 Michel Foucault (heterotopias and heterochronies),9 Peter Sloterdijk ('spheres'),10 Jean Baudrillard ('simulacra'),11 MacDonald et al. ('portalling'),12 Eugen Fink (the 'windowing' character of pictures),13 Eugenio Barba ('daily' and 'extra-daily' body techniques),14 Mikhail Bakhtin ('acts' and 'values'),15 or thinkers who studied the diversity of religious and magical experience, such as Béla Hamvas16 or Mircea Eliade.17 Ancient conceptions of plural worlds can be found in the philosophies of Anaximander, Leucippus, and others.18 Richard Gerrig has studied the phenomenon that he called 'transportation,' namely the way a reader becomes immersed in a narrative,19 while Kwan Min Lee opened up the field of study of 'presence'20 as people's experience of virtual environments. Related logical and philosophical frameworks with implications for history,21 economics,22 or social psychology23 are provided by such theorists of 'counterfactuality' and 'possible worlds' as David Lewis,24 while applications of the possible-worlds semantics to the study of the reality-fiction opposition have been investigated by Lubomír Doležel,25 Thomas Pavel,26 and others.27 Inspired by the works of Benjamin Lee Whorf and M.A.K. Halliday, semioticians have investigated the concept of modality as the status of reality attached to a text, which is founded on a pluralist conception of reality.28 The problem in its generality goes way beyond the fields of the social sciences and philosophy and reaches such diverse disciplines as theology, mathematics, or physics with, say, the manyworlds interpretation of quantum mechanics29 or the theories of parallel universes and multiverses.30 While a comparative study on this highly interdisciplinary topic would be extremely interesting, I cannot embark upon such a task here either. The present work is dedicated to Alfred Schutz's theory and has a double objective. First, it is intended to be a critical introduction to his sociology of the multiple reality, which he founded upon the concept of 'finite province of meaning' and developed as part of an unfinished project of 'a phenomenology of the natural attitude.' Second, it attempts to initiate a reconstruction work on 2 Introduction the Schutzian theory and to explore its epistemological promise for contemporary social sciences. To the best of my knowledge, nobody has carried out a similar project so far. Without claiming that Alfred Schutz's interpretive sociology is the best or the only possible framework for a sociology of the multiple reality, I believe that an analysis of his concept of 'finite province of meaning' can give us many clues to a better understanding of the social world in general and modernity in particular. In this approach, I will try to remain rooted in the epistemological ground of the interpretive-sociological school of thought, specifically in the phenomenological sociology that Schutz has founded upon Max Weber and Edmund Husserl, seeking to avoid value-oriented judgements, keeping from making inferences regarding the true existence or nonexistence of the objective world, and refraining from anchoring my approach within any particular constructionist framework. Schutz exposed his theory of the finite provinces of meaning in his famous essay 'On Multiple Realities.'31 The paper evokes William James's argument that reality is not a unique and noncontradictory sphere of life, but a multiplicity of autonomous and reciprocally irreducible 'sub-universes' that Schutz chooses to call 'finite provinces of meaning,'32 such as the world of working, the world of children's play, the world of theatre, the fictional universe, and the world of religious experience. Phenomena occurring in a certain province of meaning are compatible among each other but normally incompatible with phenomena and experiences belonging to a different reality. Things that are possible and normal in a fictional world or in a play can be meaningless or hilarious in everyday life; actions and experiences that occur in a religious context can appear irrational to a modern engineer or scientist. While this concept enjoys a great reputation among scholars familiar with the writings of Schutz – one can find it mentioned in virtually any introductory text to his sociology – it hasn't known subsequently the development that it deserved, and social scientists tend to ignore the epistemological potential of this theory. My own understanding of this misrecognition is related to the way Schutz himself approached the matter: he wrote about finite provinces of meaning in a sketchy and disconnected manner and provided neither an elaborate theory nor a welldefined methodological tool based on this concept. This is not to say that Schutz failed to grasp its true significance; as we will see, he did realise the importance of the matter, but his own multiplicity of projects, the life duties he was bound with, as well as his rather premature death at the age of 60 stopped him from developing his ideas fully into a 'phenomenology of the natural attitude.'33 A sociology of multiple realities, which would, first, reevaluate the Schutzian theory and, second, expand it by integrating various disconnected developments on the topic is yet to be written. The present work is intended as a first step in the first stage of such a project. The second stage – more laborious and extensive – should try to unify the results of the theoretical and empirical research of the past decades on the topic, such as the advances in the sociology of everyday life and the tradition of ethnomethodology inaugurated by Harold Garfinkel,34 the theory of 'organisation of experience' underlying Erving Goffman's 'frame analysis,'35 Introduction 3 the critical assessment of the Schutzian theory by Aron Gurwitsch,36 the works of Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann on humour,37 religion,38 and general FPM theory,39 Maurice Natanson's studies on history40 and fictional worlds as finite provinces of meaning,41 the recent studies of Michael Barber, Johen Dreher, George Psathas, and other authors on the general theory of finite provinces of meaning,42 the studies on virtual reality,43 the studies on drama,44 Stephanie Marriott's analysis of television,45 the studies on the social construction of the sciences by Karin Knorr Cetina46 or Bettina Heintz,47 the studies of medical provinces,48 the studies of shamanism, religion, and experience in traditional societies,49 the various studies on leisure worlds, such as pub drinking and vacation as finite provinces of meaning,50 the studies on multilingualism,51 and so on. Obviously, Schutz did not 'invent' the finite provinces of meaning, nor did William James. They were just among those who realised that reality is plural and that we can never experience it otherwise. Before approaching with quantitative methods the many realities created with new technologies, scientists need to understand the multiple character of human experience in its simpler forms, which are historically older and genetically closer to everyday life. The question is not to prove that our reality is multiple or to find out which of the sub-universes is the 'true reality' but to investigate the conditions, dynamics, extent, and consequences of this multiplicity. The word 'multiple' is itself a peculiar adjective with multiple meanings. It was borrowed from French and has its etymology in the Latin multiplex, which means literally 'manifold' or 'composed of many parts.' The word is a condensed manifestation of the mereologic paradox that makes an object appear as a part or as a whole, depending on the perspective from which it is perceived. 'Multiple' can describe either a singular or a plural noun: one can say 'a multiple phenomenon' or 'multiple phenomena,' 'a multiple view' or 'multiple views,' or 'a multiple reality' or 'multiple realities.' Is reality a collection of parts or a fragmented whole? This is rather a philosophical than a sociological question, and it will not be addressed in the present investigation. In his texts, Schutz uses both the plural form of the noun 'reality' ('multiple realities') and its singular form ('reality' as either 'finite province of meaning' or 'multiplicity' of 'finite provinces of meaning'), and so do I throughout this work. The social world may appear today more fragmented and compartmentalised than ever. While modernity and 'progress' may have led human society to a higher diversity of experience and thus to an increase in the number of provinces of reality, it is unclear what exactly has remained the same in the constitution of provinces. There is also the question of why humans have progressed particularly in the sense of increasing the diversity of experience and not viceversa. Is diversity of experience good for humans? Is it a source of pleasure? Is it a basic need? Or is it just a consequence of our seeking to fulfil other needs? Such questions cannot be answered without a good understanding of the concept of finite province of meaning. The topic belongs to social theory, but can find empirical and theoretical connections in interdisciplinary fields such as anthropology, social psychology, 4 Introduction media theory, performance theory, drama theory, film theory, or other areas. Every finite province of meaning points, basically, to a different science: the province of fiction to literary studies and discourse analysis, the province of virtual reality to psychology and human-computer interaction, the province of psychosis to psychology and psychiatry, and so on. For this reason, it is obvious that Schutz's treatment of the subject could not have been but partial and fragmentary, and so is my present work. The theory of finite provinces of meaning can be developed in virtually any area of the social life – and here lies its methodological generosity and profound importance for sociology – and it can also be linked to other approaches in the social sciences. Before we begin any technical discussion on the concepts and ideas related to the multiple realities, it is important to have an overview of Alfred Schutz's texts on the topic and the biographical context surrounding them. The first chapter aims at clarifying these preliminary questions. Notes 1 One cannot fail to acknowledge the recurrent themes of multiple reality, multiverses, parallel universes, everyday life as dream or illusion, dream-within-dream, or shifting identity in recent Hollywood or international productions, such as Christopher Nolan's Inception (2012), James Cameron's Avatar (2009), Jaco Van Dormael's Mr Nobody (2009), Michel Gondry's The Science of Sleep (2006), Masaaki Yuasa's Mind Game (2004) or the already classics The Matrix (1999, 2003) by Andy and Lana Wachowsky, David Cronenberg's Existenz (1999) or Peter Weir's The Truman Show (1998) to mention just a few. 2 See, for example, Benedict Anderson (2006 [1983]). Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism. London/New York: Verso; Rolf H. Weber (2014). Realizing a New Global Cyberspace Framework: Normative Foundations and Guiding Principles. Heidelberg: Springer; Sylvie Magerstadt (2014). Body, Soul and Cyberspace in Contemporary Science Fiction Cinema. New York: Palgrave Macmillan; Jae-Jin Kim, ed. (2011). Virtual Reality. Rijeka: InTech; Edward Castronova (2004). Synthetic Worlds. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press; DeNel Rehberg Sedo, ed. (2011). Reading Communities From Salons to Cyberspace. London/New York: Palgrave Macmillan; Thomas Ploug (2009). Ethics in Cyberspace: How Cyberspace May Influence Interpersonal Interaction. Dordrecht/Heidelberg/London/New York: Springer; Mark Poster (1995). The Second Media Age. Cambridge, MA: Polity Press; Sandhya Shekhar (2016). Managing the Reality of Virtual Organizations. New Delhi: Springer; Thomas M. Malaby (2009). Making Virtual Worlds: Linden Lab and Second Life. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press; Mark W. Bell (2008). Toward a Definition of Virtual Worlds. In: Virtual Worlds Research 1.1, pp. 1–5; Christine Hine (2000). Virtual Etnography. London/Thousand Oaks/New Delhi: Sage Publications; Tom Boellstorff et al. (2012). Ethnography and Virtual Worlds: A Handbook of Method. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press; Anne Friedberg (2009). The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press; Barrie Sherman and Phil Judkins (1992). Glimpses of Heaven, Visions of Hell: Virtual Reality and Its Implications. London/Sydney/Auckland: Hodder & Stoughton. 3 William James (1890). Principles of Psychology. New York: Holt. 4 Herbert Nichols (1922). The Cosmology of William James. In: The Journal of Philosophy 19.25, pp. 673–683. Introduction 5 5 David R. Unruh (1980). The Nature of Social Worlds. In: Pacific Sociological Review 23.3, pp. 271–296. 6 Nelson Goodman (1978). Ways of Worldmaking. Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Company. 7 See Max Weber (1949). The Methodology of the Social Sciences. Glencoe, IL: The Free Press, pp. 15–18. 8 See Edmund Husserl (1980). Phantasie, Bildbewusstsein, Erinnerung: Zur Phänomenologie der anschaulichen Vergegenwärtigungen. Texte aus dem Nachlass (1898– 1925). Ed. by Eduard Marbach. The Hague/Boston/London: Martinus Nijhoff; Edmund Husserl (1983 [1913]). Ideas: General Introduction to Pure Phenomenology. First Book: General Introduction to a Pure Phenomenology. The Hague/Boston/ Lancaster: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers. 9 Michel Foucault (1984). Des espaces autres. In: Architecture/Mouvement/Continuité 5, pp. 46–49. 10 Peter Sloterdijk (2011 [1998]). Bubbles: Spheres I. Los Angeles: Semiotext(e). 11 Jean Baudrillard (1994 [1985]). Simulacra and Simulation. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press. 12 George F. MacDonald et al. (1989). Mirrors, Portals, and Multiple Realities. In: Zygon. Journal of Religion and Science 24.1, pp. 39–64. 13 Eugen Fink (1966). Vergegenwärtigung und Bild. Beiträge zur Phänomenologie der Unwirklichkeit. In: Studien zur Phänomenologie 1930–1939. Vol. 21. Phaenomenologica. Den Haag: Martinus Nijhoff, pp. 74–78. 14 Eugenio Barba (2005 [1993]). The Paper Canoe: A Guide to Theatre Anthropology. London/New York: Routledge, p. 15. 15 Mikhail M. Bakhtin (1993 [1935]). Toward a Philosophy of the Act. Ed. by Vadim Liapunov and Michael Holquist. Austin: University of Texas Press. 16 Béla Hamvas (2006). Scientia sacra. Vol. I–III. Budapest: Medio Kiadó. 17 Mircea Eliade (1992). Tratat de istoria religiilor [A Treatise in the History of Religions]. Bucureşti: Humanitas. 18 Leo Sweeney (1972). Infinity in the Presocratics: A Bibliographical and Philosophical Study. The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff'; See G.S. Kirk and J.E. Raven (1957). The Presocratic Philosophers: A Critical History With a Selection of Texts. London/ New York: Cambridge University Press; Cyril Bailey (1964 [1928]). The Greek Atomists and Epicurus. New York: Russel & Russel. 19 Richard Gerrig (1993). Experiencing Narrative Worlds: On the Psychological Activities of Reading. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press. 20 Kwan Min Lee (2004). Presence, Explicated. In: Communication Theory 14, pp. 27–50. 21 Niall Ferguson, ed. (1997). Virtual History: Alternatives and Counterfactuals. New York: Basic Books. 22 Nancy Cartwright (2007). Counterfactuals in Economics: A Commentary. In: Causation and Explanation. Ed. by Joseph Keim Campbell, Michael O'Rourke, and Harry S. Silverstein. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, pp. 191–216; See, Flavio Cunha, James Heckman, and Salvador Navarro (2005). Counterfactual Analysis of Inequality and Social Mobility. In: Mobility and Inequality: Frontiers of Research in Sociology and Economics. Ed. by Stephen L. Morgan, David B. Grusky, and Gary S. Fields. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press. Chap. 4, pp. 290–348. 23 Neal J. Roese and James M. Olson, eds. (1995). What Might Have Been: The Social Psychology of Counterfactual Thinking. New York/London: Psychology Press. 24 David K. Lewis (1986). On the Plurality of Worlds. Oxford: Blackwell. 25 Lubomír Doležel (2010). Possible Worlds of Fiction and History: The Postmodern Stage. Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press. 26 Thomas Pavel (1986). Fictional Worlds. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. 6 Introduction 27 Mari Hatavara et al., eds. (2016). Narrative Theory, Literature, and New Media: Narrative Minds and Virtual Worlds. New York/London: Routledge. 28 See Robert Hodge and Gunther Kress (1988). Social Semiotics. New York: Cornell University Press, pp. 123–124; Daniel Chandler (2007 [2002]). Semiotics: The Basics. London/New York: Routledge, pp. 64–68. 29 See Bryce S. DeWitt and Neill Graham (1973). The Many-Worlds Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 30 David Deutsch (1997). The Fabric of Reality: The Science of Parallel Universes-And Its Implications. New York: Penguin Books; See, Bernard Carr, ed. (2007). Universe or Multiverse? Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; Michio Kaku (1994). Hyperspace: A Scientific Odyssey Through Parallel Universes, Time Warps, and the Tenth Dimension. New York: Anchor Books; Mary-Jane Rubenstein (2014). Worlds Without End: The Many Lives of the Multiverse. New York: Columbia University Press. 31 Alfred Schutz (1945). On Multiple Realities. In: Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 5.4, pp. 533–576. 32 Throughout this work, I will often employ the acronym FPM, never used by Schutz himself. His own terms were 'finite province of meaning,' 'province,' 'world,' 'reality,' 'order of reality,' 'realm of reality,' 'sphere,' and 'subuniverse.' In German, the notion was called umgrenzte Sinnprovinz, Wirklichkeitsbereich, geschlossene Sinnbezirk, Realitätsbereich, while the concept was translated as province finie de sense in French, provincia finida de sentido in Spanish, youxiàn yíyí yú (有限 意义域) in Chinese, and konechnaya oblast' znacheniy (конечная область значений) in Russian. 33 See Alfred Schutz (2011). Collected Papers V: Phenomenology and the Social Sciences. Ed. by Lester Embree. Phaenomenologica. Dordrecht/Heidelberg/London/ New York: Springer, p. 239. 34 Michael Lynch and Wes Sharrock (2011). Ethnomethdology. Vol. 1–4. London: Sage. 35 Erving Goffman (1986 [1974]). Frame Analysis: An Essay on the Organization of Experience. Boston, MA: Northeastern University Press. 36 Aron Gurwitsch (2010). The Collected Works of Aron Gurwitsch (1901–1973). Ed. by Richard M. Zaner and Lester Embree. Vol. III. Dordrecht/Heidelberg/London/New York: Springer, pp. 369–402. 37 Peter Berger (1997). Redeeming Laughter: The Comic Dimension of Human Experience. Berlin/New York: Walter de Gruyter. 38 Peter Berger (1990 [1967]). The Sacred Canopy: Elements of a Sociological Theory of Religion. New York: Anchor Books. 39 Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann (1984 [1966]). The Social Construction of Reality: A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge. London: Penguin Books; Peter Berger (1970). The Problem of Multiple Realities: Alfred Schutz and Robert Musil. In: Phenomenology and Social Reality: Essays in Memory of Alfred Schutz. Ed. by Maurice Natanson. The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, pp. 213–233; Peter Berger, Brigitte Berger, and Hansfried Kellner (1974). The Homeless Mind: Modernization and Consciousness. New York: Vintage Books. 40 Maurice Natanson (1962). History as a Finite Province of Meaning. In: Literature, Philosophy, and the Social Sciences: Essays in Existentialism and Phenomenology. The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, pp. 172–177. 41 Maurice Natanson (1998). The Erotic Bird: Phenomenology in Literature. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, pp. 105–126. 42 Michael Staudigl and George Berguno, eds. (2014). Schutzian Hermeneutic and Hermeneutic Traditions. Contributions to Phenomenology 68. Dordrecht/Heidelberg/ London/New York: Springer, pp. 223–236; Michael D. Barber and Jochen Dreher, eds. (2014). The Interrelation of Phenomenology, Social Sciences and the Arts. Vol. 69. Contributions to Phenomenology. Dordrecht/Heidelberg/London/New York: Introduction 7 Springer; George Psatas (2014). Goffman and Schutz on Multiple Realities. In: Schutzian Phenomenology and Hermeneutic Traditions: Contributions to Phenomenology. Ed. by Michael Staudigl and George Berguno. Dordrecht: Springer, pp. 201–221; Luigi Muzzetto (2006). Time and Meaning in Alfred Sch€utz. In: Time & Society 15.1, pp. 5–31; Elizabeth Suzanne Kassab (1991). 'Paramount Reality' in Schutz and Gurwitsch. In: Human Studies 14.2–3, pp. 181–198. 43 Denisa Butnaru (2015). Phenomenological Alternatives of the Lifeworld: Between Multiple Realities and Virtual Realities. In: Sociology and the Life-World. Ed. by Luigi Muzzetto. Vol. 6. Società Mutamento Politica 12. Firenze University Press. 44 Charlotte L. Doyle (2016). Multiple Realities: The Changing Life Worlds of Actors. In: Journal of Phenomenological Psychology 47.2, pp. 107–133. 45 Stephanie Marriott (2007). Live Television: Time, Space and the Broadcast Event. London/Thousand Oaks/New Delhi/Singapore: Sage. 46 Karin Knorr Cetina (1981). The Manufacture of Knowledge: An Essay on the Constructivist and Contextual Nature of Science. Oxford: Pergamon Press. 47 Bettina Heintz (2000). Die Innenwelt der Mathematik: Zur Kultur und Praxis einer beweisenden Disziplin. Wien/New York: Springer. 48 S. Kay Toombs, ed. (2001). Handbook of Phenomenology and Medicine. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers; Marie Santiago-Delefosse and María del Río Carral (2015). The Life-World and Its Multiple Realities: Alfred Sch€utz's Contribution to the Understanding of the Experience of Illness. In: Psychology 6, pp. 1265–1276. 49 Larry Baron (1983). Slipping Inside the Crack Between the Worlds: Carlos Castaneda, Alfred Schutz, and the Theory of Multiple Realities. In: Journal of Humanistic Psychology 23.2, pp. 52–69; Silke Steets (2014). Multiple Realities and Religion: A Sociological Approach. In: Society 51.2, pp. 140–144; Daniel Pinchbeck (2002). Breaking Open the Head. New York: Broadway Books; Anett Oelschlägel (2013). Plurale Weltinterpretationen: Das Beispiel der Tyva S€udsybiriens. F€urstenberg/ Havel: SEC Publications/Verlag der Kulturstiftung Sibirien. 50 Orvar L€ofgren (2002 [1999]). On Holiday: A History of Vacationing. Vol. 6. California Studies in Critical Human Geography. Berkeley/Los Angeles/London: University of California Press; Craig MacAndrew and Robert B. Edgerton (1969). Drunken Comportment: A Social Explanation. Chicago: Aldine; Joseph R. Gusfield (1981). The Culture of Public Problems. Chicago/London: The University of Chicago Press. 51 Elka Todeva and Jasone Cenoz, eds. (2009). The Multiple Realities of Multilingualism: Personal Narratives and Researchers' Perspectives. Berlin/New York: Mouton de Gruyter. 8 Introduction